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Zhu Changwen‟s Qin shi (QS from now on) is widely regarded as one of the 

most important text for the analysis of guqin 古琷 music history since it has the 

oldest existing account of biographical essays of guqin-related scholars from the very 

beginning of the Chinese history to the XI century, the Nothern Song Dynasty period, 

the one in which the author of the QS lived. The text is composed by six chapters: 

from the first to the fifth, it consists of the collection of biographies, the sixth is about 

qin music aesthetics. Notwithstanding the importance of the QS as source for 

biographical accounts, few scholars have seemed to point out the value of the content 

of the sixth chapter since it is one of the oldest report about different topics of guqin 

music. The reason why this section of the QS is still waiting the due esteem, can be 

probably found in Rulan Chao Pian‟s comment on the QS while she said: “The book 

has been criticized because Zhu seldom indicates fully his sources of information; and 

some of his quotations seem less complete than similar quotation made in other 

writings of later Song”.
1
 This is only partly true and that‟s probably the most difficult 

aspect approaching the analysis of this text and in particular of the sixth chapter. My 

paper will try to introduce the main topics discussed by Zhu Changwen together with 

a investigation about the sources adopted by him. The sixth chapter of the QS is 

divided in eleven parts with the following order: Ying lü 瑩律 (Glittering pitches), Shi 

xian 釋弦 (Elucidation of the strings), Ming du 明度 (Clarifying the dimensions), Ni 

xiang 擬象 (Drafting the symbology), Lun yin 論音 (Discussing the sound of music), 

                                                 
1
 Chao Pian R., Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources and Their Interpretation, Hong Kong, The Chinese 

Univ. Press 2003, p. 20. 
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Shên diào 審調 (Examining the musical modes), Sheng ge 聲歌 (Singing songs), 

Guang zhi 廣制 (Different manufacturing), Jin mei 盡美 (The utmost beauty), Zhi 

yan 志言 (About the treatises), Xu shi 敘史 (Account about the history).  

Despite the title of the first section of the chapter is about the so-called 

“Glittering pitches” (referring to the sonorous tubes), this section is actually not only 

a condensed description of the history of the lülü system but it‟s a discussion about 

the relation among the lülü 呂律 sound pitches and the qin dot-markers (hui 徽). The 

section starts with the statement that “Fu Xi drew the eight trigrams and created the 

refined zither qin: the trigrams were used to interpret the representation of Heaven 

and Earth, the qin was used to examine the manifestation of their sounds”.
2
 The last 

part of this statement about the utility of the qin is a quotation from the last lines of 

Cui Zundu‟s (954-1020) Qinjian 琷箋 (Qin Commentary). The author in this case 

doesn‟t explicate the source of this quotation but the text of the Qin Commentary is 

anyway included in Cui Zundu‟s biographical note in the fifth chapter and 

incidentally an almost identical statement can be found in his biographical account 

contained in the Biographies section of the Song Dynasty Annals (Songshi).
3
 The 

main point of contact between Cui Zundu‟s Qin Commentary and this section by Zhu 

Changwen is that they are both concerned about an explanation of the qin dot-

markers and in particular of the seventh (the one in the middle).
4
 They both start from 

the same assumption stating that the qin length symbolizes the days of the year but 

they arrive to a different explanation of the central dot-marker. Cui Zundu states that 

the thirteen dot-markers represent the (lunar) months of the year and the central one is 

the most important (其徽十有三，而居中者為一) representing the sovereign (以中

徽為君) and the intercalary month (居中者象閏). Zhu Changwen follows another 

way for his own explanation of the central marker. He states that:  

 

“The sounds of Heaven and Earth are created by the qi (vital 

energy) that is influenced by the moon. There are twelve qi 

                                                 
2
 昔者伏羲氏既畫八卦，又製雅琷〃卦所以推天地之象，琷所以考天地之聲也. Wang Mengshu 

汪孟舒, Lepu Qinshi jiaoben 樂圃琷史校本 (Annotated version of the Qin shi by Lepu), Beijing, 

Zhongguo yinyue yanjiusuo chuban, 1959, ch. 6, p. 1. Lepu is Zhu Changwen‟s nickname. 
3
 See Songshi, ch. 441, in Ershiwu shi 二十五史 (The Twenty-five Histories), Shanghai, Shanghai guji 

chubanshe, 1986, vol. 8, p. 6653. 
4
 According to Zhu Changwen‟s computation of the dot-markers, the central one is referred with the 

thirteenth. It needs to remind that in the modern computation the thirteenth dot-marker is the last one 

near the so-called Ceremonial Cap (guan jiao 冠角). 
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according to the four seasons and, since all the qi cannot but 

originate from the Earth, it stands in the middle of the seasons and it 

suits to the number thirteen. That‟s the reason why the qin has 

thirteen dot-markers; the central one corresponds to the Earth”.
5
  

 

 

To give a further validation to his own theory, he quotes the Yueling section 

from the Records of Rites (Liji) where it‟s said that “the Earth is the Centre, its note is 

Gong, the Gong of Huangzhong (Yellow Bell) in the lü system”.
6
 Beside the evident 

reference to the „Five Phases‟ (wu xing 五行) theory and its associations with the 

„Five Directions‟ (wu fang 五方), the „Five Notes‟ (wu yin 五音), Zhu Changwen‟s 

reference to the qi (vital energy) and their relation with the cycle of the seasons, 

seems to find an allusion to the revolutionary theory for a new kind of calendar 

(called shi’er qi li 十二氣曆) by his contemporary scholar Shen Gua 沈括 (1031-

1095). In his most famous text Mengxi bitan 梦溪笔谈 (Sketchbook of the Dream 

Brook), Shen Gua promoted a solar calendar to substitute the current half/lunar one. 

This new calendar was created according to the four seasons with three months of 

thity/thirtyone days for each one. The most important improvement was the removal 

of the intercalary month
7
. The fact that Zhu Changwen probably did not agree with 

association among central dot-marker and intercalary month is found at the end of the 

section where he states: 

  

“[If] the sovereigns of ancient times lacked in the knowledge 

of the lü system, they simply didn‟t talk about it, or they made 

associations between the twelve lü and twelve dot-markers of the 

qin stating that the central one was the intercalary without 

discussing the deep sense of its creation. That‟s why I decided to 

write on the glittering pitches”.
8
  

 
 

Moreover, Zhu Changwen, like Cui Zundu, asserts that the central dot is 

above the others because of its “spreading and enfolding sound” (洪厚包容) and 

                                                 
5
 天地之聲出於氣，氣應於月．故有十二氣，十二氣分於四時．非土不生，土王於四季之

中．合為十三，故琴徽十有三焉．其中徽者土也. Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 1. 
6
 Liji yizhu 禮記譯注 (Annotated translation of the Records of Rites), Yang Tianyu 楊天孙 (ed.), 

Shanghai, Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1997, 6/60, p. 267 (Yueling 月令). 
7
 See Bodde D., “The Chinese Cosmic Magic known as „Watching the Ethers‟”, Studia Serica 

Bernhard Kalgren Dedicata, Copenhagen, E.Glahn, 1959 p. 14;  and Huang Yi-Long & Chang Chih-

ch‟eng, “The Evolution and Decline of the Ancient Chinese Practice of Watching for the Ethers”, 

Chinese Science, 13/1996, pp. 82-106. 
8
 古之君子，缺而不談，或以十二徽配十二律，以中徽配閏而不言制作之義．本諸理，作瑩律. 

Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 2. 
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since the number of the Earth stands in the middle, “its qi (vital energy) is omni-

penetrating and its sound vibrates everywhere”.
9
 In his further explanation, Zhu 

Changwen follows the theory of the lü pitches (as described in Lü Buwei‟s Lüshi 

chunqiu)
10

 to clarify the creation of the other dot-markers, obtained with the 

reciprocal derivation of the different length of the guan 管 pipes. In this way, the qin 

can comprehend all the yin and yang pitches and both the „Five Phases‟ and the 

„Twelve qi’. Only the central marker, because of its association with the Earth and of 

the unique features of its sound “cannot be labeled by any instrument” (不可以一器

名也).   

The second section is the most extensive of all the sixth chapter and is about 

qin strings. Despite the title, “Elucidation of the strings”, the first part of this section 

is mainly focused on the description of the symbolic significance of the „Five Notes‟ 

(wu yin), and their correspondences with the „Five Sounds‟ (wu sheng 五聲), the 

„Five Confucian Virtues‟ (wu chang 五常), the „Five Affairs‟ (wu shi 五事).
11

 Zhu 

Changwen starts stating that “the five-strings qin by Shun has been used to rectify the 

„Five Sounds‟ (wu sheng) and, to examine them, the ancient wise men created the 

„Five Notes‟ (wu yin)”.
12

  Afterwards he exposes, for each one of the „Five Notes‟, 

the related association with the „Five Phases‟, the „five Confucian virtues‟ and the 

„Five Affairs‟: 

 

“Gong symbolizes the earth, the sovereign, the loyalty, the 

meditation. Shang symbolizes the metal, the minister, the justice, 

the word. Jue symbolizes the wood, the populace, the benevolence, 

the appearance. Zhi symbolizes the fire, the affairs, the ceremony, 

the observation. Yu symbolizes the water, the world of nature, the 

wisdom, the virtue. Since everything is represented in music, is 

                                                 
9
 其氣無不通，其聲無不在. Ibidem. Zhu Changwen in probably referring to sounds of the natural 

harmonics that can be released on the central dot (at 1/2 of strings length) . 
10

 Lüshi chunqiu 呂氏春秋 (Lü Buwei Springs and Autumns Annals), Zhu Yongjia 朱永嘉, Xiao Mu 

蕭木 (eds.), Taibei, Sanmin shuju, 1995, p. 235-236. 
11

 Zhu Changwen, in his description of the symbolic relation of the „Five Notes‟, takes for granted that 

the reader already knows at which strings each one of the „Five Notes‟ refers to, skipping any 

explanation about this matter.  
12

 舜 […] 五弦所以正五聲也。聖人[…] 於是制為宮、商、角、徵、羽，以考其聲焉 . Wang 

Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 2. Wu sheng and wu yin are often considered as synonyms referring to the 

pentatonic scale. Both expressions exist in almost all the Chinese Classics with the same meaning. 

Anyway I noticed that the expression wu sheng, in the most frequent cases, is quoted in relation with 

other music concepts (like the lü pitches, the „Eight Timbres‟ ba yin 八音, etc.), while wu yin is instead 

more often mentioned in unrelated contexts. I think these choices are driven by the different semantic 

nuance of the characters sheng and yin, the former mainly related with the physical release of the 

sound, the latter referring to its intellectual notion. 
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possible to delineate praises and faults of the „Five Phases‟, stability 

or upheaval in the relation between sovereign and ministers, in the 

government, in the world of nature, among the Confucian Virtues, 

morality or corruption among the „Five Affairs‟; and this all can be 

taken as a lesson”.
13

   

 

Beside these well-known categories, Zhu Changwen adds another association 

that can be seen for the earliest time in a section of the “Record of Music” (Yueji 樂

記) in the Records of Rites (Liji 禮記): the one between the „Five Notes‟ and the 

„Five Social Categories‟: sovereign (jun 君), minister (chen 臣), the populace (min 

民), the affairs (shi 事) and the world of nature (wu 物)
14

. In this way, the author says, 

with the music produced by the „Five Notes‟ is possible to check the stability within 

the „Five Phases‟, especially in relation with the government politics. Zhu Changwen 

stresses furthermore the importance of these interactions, because music characterized 

by the harmony between the „Five Sounds‟ is the expression of the peace in the mind 

of the sovereign and in those of the people. In all these passages the author seems 

inspired by the chapter 40 of the Chunqiu fanlu 春秋繁露 (Luxuriant Gems of the 

Spring and Autumn Annals) by the famous Han dynasty Confucian scholar Dong 

Zhongshu 董仲舒 (195-105 B.C.).
15

 In the section 64 of the chapter, Dong Zhongshu 

underlines how the instability of the sovereign behaviour could affect the „Five 

Phases‟ with an excess of their qi (vital energy). They all are mentioned together with 

their sound associations and the author moreover emphasizes the importance of the 

respect of the „Five Affairs‟ (Wu shi 五事), as Zhu Changwen does. The passage in 

the Chunqiu fanlu states as follows: 

                                                 
13

 宮為土，為君，為信，為思．商為金，為臣，為義，為言．角為木，為民，為仁，為貌．徵

為火，為事，為禮，為視．羽為水，為物，為智，為德．故建於樂者，可以見五行之得失，君

臣事物之治亂，五常之興替，五事之善惡，灼然可以鑑也. Ibidem. 
14

 Liji yizhu, op. cit., 19/3, p. 629 (Yueji). Actually Zhu Changwen mentions only four of the „Five 

Social Categories‟, omitting, without any apparent reason, the populace min. 
15

 The Chunqiu fanlu is the only work still preserved today by Dong Zhongshu but its authenticity is 

still a matter of discussion. In this work, Dong tries to legitimate his vision of the government 

modelled on the representation of the world of nature, combining the rules regulating microcosm and 

macrocosm. Several scholars suppose it has been re-compiled during the III-IV century and have 

numerous doubts regarding the authenticity of the second part of the text (sections 18-82). In this part, 

the author wants to show the correlation among Confucian ethics and the „Five Phases‟‟ metaphysic 

(Loewe M. (ed.), Early Chinese Text: A Bibliographical Guide, Berkeley, The Society for the Study of 

Early China - The Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 1993, pp. 77-87).  The 

music theories expressed in the Chunqiu fanlu reveal the influence of the music concepts expressed in 

the Yueji and, in general, they display a strong Confucian inspiration. Dong indeed states that Rites 

and Music (liyue) are essential to testify the excellence of the government because music roots sink 

down in the virtue of the sovereign and in the stability of his politics.  
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“When there‟s impudence among the king and ministers 

neglecting the ceremony, the Wood does not grow neither straight 

nor bowed and the summer will come along with several typhoons; 

the wind is the qi of the Wood represented by the musical note Jue, 

related with typhoons. When nobody listens to the king‟s words, the 

Metal does not go along with its cycle of regeneration and the 

autumn will come along with several storms. The storm is the qi of 

Metal and is represented by the musical note Shang, related to the 

storms. When the king doesn‟t observe carefully, the Fire does not 

burn and the autumn will come along with several lightnings. The 

lightning is the qi of the Fire represented by the note Zhi, related to 

the lightning. When the king doesn‟t listen prudently, the Water 

does not leak conveniently and the springtime will come along with 

several cloudbursts. The rain is the qi of the Water represented by 

the note Yu related to the cloudburst. When the heart of the king 

lacks of leniency, the harvests are not good and the autumn will 

come along with several thunders. The thunder is the qi of the Earth 

represented by the note Gong related to the thunder. The „Five 

Affairs‟ are: Appearance, Word, Observation, Listening and 

Meditation. But what do they mean? The „Five Affairs‟ have been 

bestowed to the men by deities and the king nurtures them in order 

to rule over the people. Hence, when the king acts for the people, 

his government is enlightened and his rules are upright. For the king, 

Appearance means deference, and deference means respect. Word 

means obedience, and those who obey cannot but accomplish. 

Observation means enlightenment, and those who are enlightened 

can discriminate the virtuous persons as easily as the black from the 

white.  Listening means cleverness, and those who are clever can 

listen about facts and estimate their meaning. Meditation means 

leniency and saying nothing but words of mercy. Deference 

conveys solemnity, obedience conveys justice, enlightenment 

conveys wisdom, cleverness conveys achievements, leniency 

conveys the virtue of the saints”.16
  

 

As further support of the fact the Zhu Changwen was most likely found of this 

text, I cannot but quote the preface of the QS by Zhu Changwen‟s nephew, Zhu 

                                                 
16

 王者與臣無禮，貌不肅敬，則木不曲直，而夏多暴風，風者，木之氣也，其音角也，故應之

以暴風。王者言不從，則金不從革，而秋多霹灤，霹灤者，金氣也，其音商也，故應之以霹

灤。王者視不明，則火不炎上，而秋多電，電者，火氣也，其音徵也，故應之以電。王者聽不

聰，則水不潤下，而春夏多暴雨，雨者，水氣也，其音羽也，故應之以暴雨。王者心不能容，

則稼穡不成，而秋多雷，雷者，土氣也，其音宮也，故應之以雷。五事：一曰貌，二曰言，三

曰視，四曰聽，五曰思，何謂也？夫五事者，人之所受命於天也，而王者所修而治民也，故王

者為民，治則不可以不明，準繩不可以不正。王者貌曰恭，恭者，敬也；言曰從，從者，可

從；視曰明，明者，知賢不肖，分明黑白也；聽曰聰，聰者，能聞事而審其意也；思曰容，容

者，言無不容。恭作肅，從作義，明作哲，聰作謀，容作聖. Dong Zhongshu, 董仲舒, Chunqiu 

fanlu 春秋繁露 (Luxuriant Gems of the Spring and Autumn Annals), Taibei, Taiwan Zhonghua shuju, 

1966, ch. 40, sec. 64, pp. 2-3.  
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Mengyan 朱 㝱炎 , in which is reminded that Zhu Changwen wrote his own 

commentary to the Spring and Autumn Annals in which it is said:  

 

“He wrote the Chunqiu tongzhi (Chorography to the Spring 

and Autumn Annals) in twenty juan, where he deeply analyzes 

misinterpretations by Dong Sheng (Dong Zhongshu) and Liu Xin, 

ascribing the text to Confucius and quoting at the same time the 

works written by the Cheng brothers and including his own 

realizations”.
17

  
 

 

In the following part, Zhu Changwen continues discussing the 

correspondences of the „Five Sounds‟ but pointing out an important but less frequent 

relation: the one with the „Five Viscera‟ (wu zang 五臟), asserting that the listening 

of each one of the five sounds could be of advantage for the health of respectively the 

spleen, the lungs, the liver, the heart and the kidneys. This kind of association of the 

„Five Sounds‟ and the „Five Viscera‟ can be seen first in the Zhou Rites (Zhouli)
18

 but 

especially in the Huangdi neijing suwen 黃帝內經素問 (The Inner Classic of the 

Yellow Emperor) written in the VIII century by Wang Ping and considered the oldest 

authority on phase energetics
19

. In this sense it seems the Zhu Changwen is concerned 

also in pointing out the biological effects that different sounds could have on the 

health. In the last part of this section, the author makes a comparison between the 

reasons why the sixth and seventh strings have been added to the qin by the Zhou 

                                                 
17

 所撰春秋通志二十卷，遠稽董生劉歆所論之偏，而本之於孔氏，旁采程門兄弟立言之要，而

充之以自得. Wang Mengshu, op. cit., p.1. 
18

 Zhouli, 周禮  (Zhou Rites), Qian Xuan 錢玄  (ed.), Changsha, Yuelu shushe, 2002, pp. 41-42 

(Tianguan 天官 - Jiyi 疾醫). Also in the Shiji we can fid the same kind of association but better 

explained than the one in the Zhouli: “So the music can stir the blood, let the energy flow, rectifying 

the heart. The gong note stimulates the spleen increasing sanity; the shang note stimulates the lungs 

and rectifies the sense of justice; the jue note stimulates the liver and rectifies the benevolence; the zhi 

note stimulates the heart and invigorates the ceremony; the yu note stimulates the kidneys and rectifies 

the mind” (故音樂者，所以動盪血脈，通流精神而和正心也〃故宮動脾而和正聖，商動肺而和

正義，角動肝而和正仁，徵動心而和正禮，羽動腎而和正智), in Shiji, Yueshu di er 樂書第二 

(Ershiwu shi, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 161). 
19

 See: Veith I. (ed.), Huang Ti Nei Ching Su Wen, Yellow Emperor Classic of Internal Medicine, 

Petaling Jaya (Malaysia), Pelanduk Publications, 1997, p. 21. It‟s interesting to remark that Zhu 

Changwen replaces the concept of sheng 聖 with that of xin 信 (related with the gong note) as pivot of 

the „Five Natures‟(Wu Xing 五性). This choice seems likely to reveal the influence of the philosophical 

thoughts by Yang Xiong 揚雄 (53-18 a.C.), author of the Taixuanjing 太玄經 (The Classic of the 

Supreme Mystery) in which is possible to find the same kind of substitution inside the „Five Natures‟ 

category. Besides, the Huangdi neijing suwen was also re-edited by the scholars Lin I 林億 and Gao 

Baoheng 高保衡 in the second half of the XI century (Porkert M., The Theoretical Foundations of 

Chinese Medicine, Cambridge, MIT Press, 1974, p. 57), just few years before Zhu Changwen 

completed his QS.   
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kings Wen and Wu and why the two bian tones have been created for the seven tones 

scale. He states that five stings were not enough to convey the differentiations among 

the high-pitched sounds of the qin so they have been “added to enrich its sound 

pitches” (而聲律加備矣). Following this argument, he says that “the lü pitches 

yingzhong and ruibin were therefore called biangong and bianzhi to suit them with 

the seven notes scale […] harmonizing with all the music instruments”.
20

 To give 

further basis to his theory about the reasons of the adding of the two strings by the 

Zhou kings Wen and Wu
21

, Zhu Changwen points out another element not directly 

connected with the qin but very important in the music aesthetics during the Song 

dynasty. He reminds that “four high sounds‟ (si qingsheng 四清聲) were added to the 

those of the bells and chime sets reaching the number of sixteen sounds in order to set 

harmony among the lü pitches and to achieve respect in the relations among 

sovereign and ministers. For the same reason, the author says, “two strings were 

added to the qin”.
22

  

In the end of this section and in the beginning of the following one about qin 

measurements, Zhu Changwen quotes for the first time the famous Qincao 琷操 by 

Cai Yong 蔡邕 (132-192). The quotation in the measurements paragraph is about the 

qin length, as he states is long 3 chi 尺, 6 cun 寸 and 6 fen 分  according to the full 

year transit of the sun. The two most important points in this section are: 1) an 

implicit disapproval of the nine strings qin manufactured after the instructions of 

Song Emperor Taizong 太宗; 2) the most common miscalculations regarding qin 

measurements. About the first point, it‟s well know that emperor Taizong, trying to 

                                                 
20

 又以應鍾為變宮，蕤賓為變徵，合為七音 […] 而八音克諧也. Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 

3. 
21

 Although several ancient sources state that kings Wen and Wu added respectively two strings to the 

qin, only in the paragraph Qindao 琴道 (The Way of the qin) of the Xinlun 新論 (New disquisitions) 

by Huan Tan 桓譚 (43? a.C.-28 d.C.) is possible to find their names for the first time.   
22

 琷加二弦，亦類此也. Ibidem. Actually the question of the si qingsheng was quite complex; it can 

be tracked back to the Renzong 仁宗 (1022-1063) reign and protracts at least to Zhezong 哲宗 (1085-

1100) reign. The focus of the question was related with the definition of the correct music to be 

performed in the ancestral temple in the court and one of the key issue was the legitimacy of music 

performed with the si qingsheng. The supporter faction got the better during the Shenzong 神宗 (1067-

1085) reign, the detractors during the Zhezong reign. In Zhu Changwen text, there‟s a hidden quotation 

of a statement credited to emperor Renzong that justify the utilization of the si qingsheng towards the 

court scholar Li Zhao 李照, a strong opponent (Songshi, ch. 126 (Yuezhi), in Ershiwu shi, op. cit., p. 

5569). The si qingsheng will become quite popular during the Song dynasty with the development of 

the „popular music notation‟ (suyue zhi pu 俗樂之譜), sometimes defined „banquet music notation‟ 

(yanyue zipu 燕樂字譜). The character qing 清 will be used, from Song dynasty on, inside the lülü  律

呂 notation system as a suffix to specify the sounds of the octave above (Chao Pian, op. cit., p. 93). 
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place himself at the same level of the Zhou kings Wen and Wu, ordered the 

manufacturing of a nine strings qin (and of a five strings ruan 阮). Despite the 

disapproval of the famous qin player Zhu Wenji 朱文濟, Taizong charged him to play 

it.
23

 Zhu Changwen discussing the length of the qin states that “the 3 chi and 9 fen 

length is anomalous, [because] there aren‟t any others like that”.
24

  This statement is 

almost surely referred to Taizong‟s qin and Zhu moreover complaining says that “the 

study of the lü pitches has been neglected and so the measurements became wrong”.
25

  

Introducing some of the most common miscalculations of the measurements, 

is interesting to note that the author quotes some metrology problems related to the 

difficulty with the employ of the black millet to calculate the standard measurements, 

as it was recorded in the Han dynasty Annals.
26

 Nevertheless it‟s quite disappointing 

he gives no solution to this question, and concludes with a rather biased statement 

that is responsibility of the Court to set up the right standard for the lü pitches and the 

measurements, avoiding any objective consideration.
27

  

The following section (Ni xiang) about qin symbology, it‟s a short paragraph 

in which the author mainly describes all the parts of the qin. There‟s nothing 

particular worth of mention in this section since the author mainly employs Cai 

Yong‟s Qincao and the less known Zhao Weijian‟s 趙惟暕 Qinshu 琷書 (Document 

on the qin) as sources of reference. However, we can found some alternative names 

for some parts of the qin: the Goose feet (yanzu 雁足) are called Phoenix feet (fengzu 

鳳足), the Dragon gum (longyin 龍齦) is called Dragon tail (longwei 龍尾), the 

section between the Neck (xiang 項) and the Waist (yao 腰) is called Phoenix Wings 

(fengchi 鳳翅), the bridge is called Lin Yue 臨岳 instead of Yue shan 岳山 (Mount 

                                                 
23

 Xu Jian 許健, Qinshi chubian 琷史初編 (Preliminary annotations on the history of the qin), Beijing, 

Renmin yinyue chubanshe, 1982, p. 84. The only compromise Zhu Wenji obtained was to play the 

nine-strings qin exclusively before court gentlemen. It is said that he intentionally played only seven of 

the nine strings and let auditors believe he was performing new music. Actually he performed mainly 

ancient tunes in order to display gentlemen‟s lack of knowledge in music. Besides, Taizong wrote 

several new tunes for the nine-strings qin but he anyway didn‟t succeeded in gaining its popularity. 

From the music treatise of the Song Annals, we know that the nine strings qin was considered as 

„experimental‟: “The qin length is 3 chi, 9 cun and 1 fen, and can be built of three strings, up to nine. 

The one with nine [strings] is experimental” (共長三尺九寸一分，成於三，極於九．九者，究也), 

Songshi, in Ershiwu shi, op. cit., vol. 7, pp. 5575-5576. 
24

 三尺九寸有奇，此無他 
. Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 3. 

25
 (乃律學廢而度數乖也). Ibidem. 

26
 Qian Hanshu, ch. 21 (Lüli zhi 律曆志), in Ershiwu shi, op.cit., vol. 1, p. 461.  

27
 Actually in the QS there are some occasional situations in which it‟s relatively palpable the author 

seems to elude some topics or just prevent from facing it. It‟s anyway not possible to understand 

whether it should be due to his own gaps or to a deliberate choice.     
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Yue), the Dragon pond (longchi 龍池) is plainly called pond as well as the Phoenix 

pool (fengzhao 鳳沼) is merely called waterside (bin 濱).   

The section “Discussing the sounds of music” (Lun yin) is one of the most 

important section of the chapter to understand Zhu Changwen principles and 

perception of qin and of music in a broad sense. Before discussing the content, I want 

to point out some remarks about the title of this section. As already showed above, 

Zhu Changwen seems to have a quite defined conception of the semantic differences 

between sheng 聲, yin 音 and yue 樂 and their employ related with a specific context. 

In the QS, the character yin appears generally fewer times than sheng and yue, and is 

generally associated with the intellectual conception of music sound or timbre. It 

generally compares in standalone paragraphs where the author tries to elucidate his 

own analysis. From this point of view, it has clearly no relation with the concept of 

sheng and it must not be confused with yue that is not synonym of the modern word 

yinyue 音樂 (music) but most likely of zouyue 奏樂 (music performance).
28

 Therefore 

the meaning of the character yin in this context seems closer to the general concept of 

music, since it can be realized as „regulated sound‟, that is to say no more a natural 

phenomenon but a codified sound with specific features that, according to a particular 

framework, can be expanded or replicated and whose combinations can give birth to a 

both melodic and harmonic texture. That‟s the main reason why I translated yin as 

„sounds of music‟. 

The paragraph that open this section is of crucial importance since it‟s one of 

the clearest expression of the author‟s musical perceptions, showing a definite 

difference compared to other standpoints revealed by earlier scholars. Zhu Changwen 

starts asserting that “sounds of music find their source only in human feelings” (音之

生，本於人情而已矣). This statement is obviously a paraphrase of a more famous 

one from the incipit of the „Record of Music‟ (Yueji) in the Records of Rites (Liji)
29

, 

but the author makes a significant change, replacing the character xin 心  with qing 情. 

This choice was probably driven by the influence of Cheng Yi‟s 程頤 (1033-1107) 

philosophical works and mainly by the significance Cheng Yi gives to the character 

                                                 
28

 It needs to recall that the character yue generally refers to court music performance or to ensemble 

music performance, therefore not suitable to recital of solo instruments.    
29

 “The sounds of music rise from men‟s heart” (凡音之起, 由人心生也.). Liji yizhu, op. cit., ch. 19, 

1/1, p. 627. 
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qing.
30

  This allows Zhu to state that, on this basis, the „upright man‟ (junzi) can 

employ music to express his praise or criticism towards the government politics: 

 

“Ruling the world, peace has its manifestation in music; 

during a tyrannical government, complain has its manifestation in 

anger; in the distress of hardships, sorrow has its manifestation in 

meditation: these are the feelings shared by all the upright men. 

[Music] pours out from emotions, expands in the Mid, and takes 

shape in sound, like twinkles of an echo. The emotions of the 

upright man, although convey peace with music, they don‟t 

disregard proscriptions; although convey complain with anger, they 

don‟t disregard integrity and loyalty; although convey sorrow 

through meditation, they don‟t forget solidarity. That‟s why its 

manifestation in sound is constantly shifting and hustling and 

cannot be considered as invariable”.31
   

 

And he goes on stating that “among the musical instruments, only those whose 

sound is released by silk could be better perceived by human feelings; and among the 

silk instruments, none has as many virtues as the zither qin has” (夫八音之中，惟絲

聲於人情易見，而絲之器，莫賢於琷 ) because “the music of the elegant qin 

conducts the spirit sustaining the vital energy, harmonizes and reconciles human 

feelings, expressing deepest emotions, moving and enriching the heart”.
32

  

Afterwards the author starts complaining the fact that the most part of ancient 

tunes were no more available during his time quoting both Cai Yong‟s Qin cao and Ji 

                                                 
30

 The concept of qing is indeed central in Zhu Changwen‟s following speculations on qin music. Since 

there‟s no philosophical work by Zhu Changwen preserved till today, we can only make conjectures 

trying to understand his intellectual path. The notion of qing has a main role inside the Study of the 

Dao (daoxue) during the XI century, particularly in relation with the philosophic theories by the  

Cheng 程 brothers. In a passage from the Yanzi suohao he xuelun 顏子所好何學論 (What Master Yan 

loved to learn) by Cheng Yi, it seems possible to recognize an important point of reference shared by 

Zhu Changwen himself: “When emotions increase in strength and intensity, the human nature 

undergoes some changes. Those who are awakened concentrate their emotions, adjusting them to the 

Mid, rectifying their mind and nurturing their own nature; that‟s why there‟s the say „let emotions 

become natural‟”. (情既熾而益蕩，其性鑿矣。是故覺者約其情使合于中，正其心，養其性，故

曰「性其情」), in Er Cheng ji 二程集 (Collection of work by the two Cheng), Beijing, Zhonghua 

shuju, 1981, p. 577. The interrelation between qing e xing 性 (human nature) has already started to be a 

subject of analysis during the Tang dynasty with the philosopher Li Ao 李翱 (772?-836) in his Fuxing 

shu 復性書 (Recovering the original nature). Cheng A., Histoire de la pensée chinoise, Paris, Seuil, 

1997, pp. 440-442, 496-499. 
31

 夫遇世之治，則安以樂，逢政之苛，則怨以怒，悼時之危，則哀以思，此君子之常情也〃出

於情，發於中，形於聲，若影響之速也〃然君子之情，雖安以樂，而不忘於戒勸，雖怨以怒，

而不忘於忠厚，雖哀以思，而不忘於扶持〃故其為聲，亦屢變而數遷，不可以為常也 . Wang 

Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 4. 
32

 蓋雅琷之音，以導養神氣，調和情志，攄發幽情，感動善心，而人之聽之者，亦皆然也. 

Ibidem. 
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Kang‟s 嵇康 Qin fu 琷賦 (Poetical Essay on the Lute)
33

 to give the account of ancient 

tunes still preserved during their times. In the last part of the section we can found 

some interesting indications about qin performing techniques during Zhu Changwen‟s 

times. He in fact complains about the raising appreciation towards “anomalous and 

difficult way of playing” (異弄難工之操) that was already considered as “vulgar” (su 

俗) during Ji Kang‟s times because this was not expression of antiquity.  

In this paragraph we can find another significant account regarding  

indications of performing techniques inherited from Tang dynasty players as 

representation of their contribution to the restoration of ancient qin music: 

 

During Tang dynasty, those who were skilled on the qin, 

retrieved it according to the different schools‟ style they belong to, 

like those of Ma, Shen, Zhu
34

, and then those of Pei, Song, Zhai, 

Liu, Hu and Feng
35

 had had great reputation. At that time, masters 

                                                 
33

 For my following quotations from the Qin fu, I use Van Gulik‟s translation (Van Gulik R., Hsi 

K’ang and his Poetical Essay on the Lute, Tokyo, Sophia University, 1941). Van Gulik translates qin 

as lute instead of the more appropriate zither or psaltery (Sachs). Van Gulik explained this choice 

saying lute is better in order to convey the “cultural significance of this instrument and its music” (Van 

Gulik R., “The Lore of the Chinese Lute (Monumenta Nipponica Monographs, Tokyo 1940) Addenda 

and Corrigenda”, Monumenta Nipponica, 7, 1/2, 1951, p. 301).   
34

 Shen and Zhu schools are cited by Zhu Changwen also in Dong Tinglan‟s 董庭蘭 (695-765?) 

biographic account in the ch. 4 of the QS. It seems however impossible to delineate clearly to which 

these schools refer to. Van Gulik (in The Lore of the Chinese Lute; an essay in ch'in ideology, Tokyo, 

Sophia University, 1940, p. 94) supposes Shen school refers to the music expert Shen Yue 沈約 (441-

513) and the Zhu school to the (apparently) famous player Zhu Xiangxian 祝象賢 of the Liang dynasty 

(Van Gulik doesn‟t explain where he finds this information). Anyway I didn‟t‟ find any further records 

about neither Zhu Xiangxian nor the so-called Ma school (Ma shi 馬氏). I think that another options 

regarding the probable progenitor of the Shen school can be found in master Shen Linshi 沈驎士 (419-

503, biographic account in QS, ch. 4), famous qin players who lived as an hermit and had a large 

number of disciples. The scholar Rao Zongyi states that it could refer to Shen Liao 沈遼 (1032-1085), 

Shen Gua‟s nephew (Rao Zongyi 饒宗頤, “Song Ji Jin Yuan qinshi kaoshu” 宋季金元琷史考述 

(Reflections on the history of the qin during Song Ji Jin and Yuan dynasties), in Tong Kin-Woon (ed.), 

Qinfu, Taibei, 1971, vol. 3, p. 227). Although some sources show a possible connection between Shen 

Liao and the Shen school, I had to remind that the earliest records of the Shen school can be dated back 

at least to the VII century, so it‟s clearly not possible to consider him as the Shen school progenitor.     
35

 Also in this case I cannot but make some hypothesis about the players quoted by the author: Pei 裴 

probably refers to Pei Ni 裴尼 (?-556?), Pei Han‟s 裴漢 and Pei Kuan‟s 裴寬 brother, both officials in 

the Easter Wei (535-556) army and then in the Northern Zhou (577-581) one. In Pei Kuan‟s biography 

(Zhoushu 周書, ch. 34, sec. 26, in Ershiwu shi, 1986, vol. 3, p. 2636) is recorded that Pei Ni, after the 

defeat of the Liang kingdom, was satisfied (unlike other officials) with just taking possession of the qin 

owned to the Liang emperor Yuan Di (552-554). Song 宋 probably refers to Song Ji 宋霽 (see his 

biographic account in QS ch. 4), famous player during Wenzong reign (826-840). Liu 柳 most likely 

refers to Liu Yuan 柳遠 (509-539) or his brother Liu Xie 柳諧 (503–528), both cited in ch. 4 of the QS 

too. Feng 馮 could refers to the Taoist monk Feng Weiliang 馮惟良 (first half IX century). It‟s harder 

make suppositions on Zhai 翟 and Hu 胡 since I didn‟t find any record about them in the Tang dynasty 

sources. Pei Ni account is taken from ch. 1, p. 24 of the Qinshi bu (Supplement to the Qin shi) by Zhou 

Qingyun. The one on Feng Weiliang from ch. 15 of Qinshu daquan 琴書大全 (Complete collection of 

qin texts), Jiang Keqian 蔣克謙 (ed.), in Qinqu jicheng, Beijing, Zhonghua shuju, 1980, vol. 5, p. 338. 
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already belonged to different schools arguing each others. Even 

today is still possible to hear different versions of the same tune.36
 

 

This can be considered one of the earliest evidences that in Tang dynasty, and 

of course during the Song, there already were different schools of playing
37

. This 

paragraph ends with author‟s complain because qin music, in his time, was becoming 

just a tool for entertainment loosing its original connotation.  

The complaining tone (that can be considered as a literary stylish marker too) 

continues in the paragraph „Examining the musical modes‟ (Shen diao). Actually, in 

this part, the author avoids any specific analysis of the qin music modes or tuning 

patterns and seems not to reveal a deep knowledge of the technical application of 

different tunings to the qin. This is rather noticeable when he quotes the employ of 

eighty-four modes on the qin: “The qin employs the musical temperament of the lülü 

pitches as well as its eighty-four musical modes”
38

. The eighty-four modes were 

theorized by the scholar Wan Baochang 萬寶常  (556-595) on the basis of the 

influence of the music from Central Asia, especially of that for the lute pipa. The 

computation of the eighty-four modes was of course an important discovery in the 

field of music theory, but during Wan Baochang‟s era (and also five centuries later 

during Zhu Changwen‟s one), the construction of musical instruments was not such 

advanced to allow the adoption of all such variegated and complex musical modes
39

. 

Moreover Zhu makes a (proper) comment to a saw dated back to Tang times: “During 

Tang era, it was said that the qin had three different kind of tunings. Those who knew 

it, couldn‟t say more than three!”
40

   

                                                 
36

 唐世琷工，復各以聲名家，曰馬氏沈氏祝氏，又有裴宋翟柳胡馮諸家聲〃師既異門，學亦隨

判，至今曲同而聲異者多矣. Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 4. 
37

 Besides Zhu Changwen‟s personal account, I need to mention that Zhu himself, in the Zhao Yeli‟s 

趙耶利 (563?-639) biographic account (Ibid., ch. 4, p. 8), cites a statement credited to Zhao and 

considered one of the earliest report of the differences in the style of Sichuan (Shu area) and Northern 

Zhejiang/Southern Jiangsu (Wu area) players: “Wu sounds are clear and melodious like the vast 

Jiangzi river that flows quietly across the Zhejiang; they have the style of accomplished scholars. Shu 

sounds are rough like raging waves or rumbling thunders, as caducous beauty” (吳聲清婉，若長江廣

流，綿延徐浙，有國士之風〃蜀聲躁急，若激浪濕奔雷，亦一時之俊).   
38

 夫琷之為器也, 律呂備焉〃八十四調存乎其中矣. Ibid., ch. 6, p. 5. 
39

 It‟s known that one of the most composite musical genres of those times, the „banquet music‟ 

(yanyue 燕樂) employed only twenty-two of Wan Baochang‟s eighty-four modes.  
40

 (唐人有言，琷通三均，蓋其所知者，止三而已哉). Ibidem. Zhu‟s statement is probably an 

implicit criticism to an assertion we can find in the biography of the Tang official Yang Shou 揚收 

(816-868), well-known for his musical skills: “Once [Yang Shou] said: „The qin has three tunings, 

huangzhong guxian and wuyi, which all the musical modes derive from, as well as shrubs branches 

from climbing plants” (嘗言：琴通黃鍾、姑洗、無射三均，側出諸調，由羅蔦附灌木然), in Xin 
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As I have said above, the author continues complaining the discard of the 

study of lü pitches resulting in the loss of the ancient musical heritage. He again 

criticizes the more and more widespread tendency of playing only for leisure, 

pointing out that “[among these kind qin players] there were also several Buddhist 

and Taoist monks used to restraint their profane ability, playing fast with lascivious 

sounds, with the only purpose of delighting the listeners” (待能紀其拂歷之數，作為

繁聲淫韻，以悅人聽而已). This statement is important no only to understand the 

general development of qin music during the XI century but also can explain why 

Zhu Changwen omitted some famous monk-players from the fifth chapter of the QS 

(whose subject is the biographical accounts of the main Song dynasty players); 

among them there‟s one of the most distinguished Zhu Wenji‟s disciples, the 

Buddhist monk Yizhong 夷中 and indeed his own pupils, Zhibai 知白 and Yihai 義

海; we can of course suppose that Zhu Changwen never heard of them, but it‟s quite 

surprising since their talent has been also praised by other famous scholars of the 

time.
41

  

It was probably the awareness of the general evolution of the qin music taste 

that urged Zhu Changwen to include, in this chapter, an important section called 

“Singing songs” (Sheng ge) where he stresses how this kind of musical art better 

expresses the authentic significance of qin music. To confirm his own point of view 

on this matter, he quotes what is generally considered the earliest critical account on 

poetry found in a Chinese text; it‟s a short phrase from the Shun dian 舜典 paragraph 

of the Book of Documents (Shangshu 尚書) that states: “Poetry is the expression of 

earnest thought; singing is the prolonged utterance of that expression; the notes 

                                                                                                                                           
Tangshu, ch. 184, sec. 109 (in Ershiwu shi, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 4699). Zhu Changwen‟s criticism could 

be considered legitimate, since during Tang dynasty there were already known more than three kind of 

tunings (at least on the analysis of the repertoire played at that time).  
41

 See i.e. Ouyang Xiu‟s 歐陽修 Song qin seng Zhibai 送琴僧知白 (To the qin monk Zhibai) that 

begins as follow: “It already passed a long time since I heard Yizhong, and I was worried that dying of 

such an old age he didn‟t have any disciple. Yizhong can‟t realize anymore, but who knows what he 

could say seeing Zhibai playing! He inherited impressive and wonderful sounds, and none but he is his 

best pupil”  (吾聞夷中琴已久，常恐老死無其傳。夷中未識不得見，豈謂今逢知白彈。遺音彷佛

尚可愛，何況之子傳其全), in Ouyang Xiu quanji 歐陽修全集 (Ouyang Xiu complete works), Li 

Yi‟an 李逸安 (ed.), Beijing, Zhonghua shuju, 2001, vol. 3, p. 746. The admiration for Yihai musical 

skills comes from the work of another eminent scholar omitted by Zhu Changwen: Shen Gua 沈括 

(1033-1097) and his major text Mengxi bitan 夢溪笔談 (Sketchbook of the Dream Brook). Shen Gua 

in all his texts displays a deep knowledge of music theories and performance but he was not included 

in the QS. One of the reasons can be probably found in his support of Wang Anshi politics reforms, 

while Zhu Changwen views were closer to those of its opponents Ouyang Xiu and Su Dongpo. On the 

influence of qin monks players during the XI century, see Xu Jian, op. cit., p. 84.  
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accompany that utterance, and they harmonized themselves with the standard tubes” 

(詩言志，歌永言，聲依永，律和聲).
42

 Following the principle of the Book of 

Document,  Zhu Changwen says that when the words and the singing are not enough 

to express their meaning, they will find their musical representation in the qin.  

 

“In the old songs, sometimes strings were played in order to 

match the singing, and sometimes it was the singing that had to 

match the playing. However, both these practices were amenable to 

the same principle.  For ancient players, singing and playing were 

indivisibles. [...] Hence, tunes like those of the Ten Cao and the 

Nine Yin
43

, that were originated from a deep sense of annoyance, 

have found shape in words; since those were not enough, the 

singing made them everlasting; since the singing was not enough, 

the qin gave them a manifestation in music.  That‟s why there were 

written songs that could match the playing”.44
 

 

 The author moreover support his own theory stating that the poems included 

in the Book of Odes (Shijing 詩經) were all sung, and “could be considered as qin 

songs”.
45

 Although the qin is one of the most quoted instrument in the Book of Odes, 

it‟s hard to prove that all its songs were sung with qin accompaniment. I think that the 

above statement could be better understood in its “didactic” meaning: since the study 

of the Book of Odes was, in the Confucian tradition, fundamental in the education of 

the virtuous man (junzi), Zhu Changwen just wants to place on the same level qin 

music learning as ultimate path in the development of virtuous men cultural 

background.   

In the end of the section there‟s another important statement about performing 

technique during Song dynasty: he points out a way of playing that his 

contemporaries called caonong 操弄:  

 

                                                 
42

 Shangshu yizhu 尚書譯注 (Annotated text of the Shangshu), Li Min 李民, Wang Jian 王健 (eds.), 

Shanghai, Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2000, p. 19 (Shun dian 舜典). The English translation is by James 

Legge. See: http://www.chinapage.com/confucius/shujing-e.html   
43

 Zhu Changwen clearly refers to Cai Yong works, and actually there were twelve cao, not ten. The 

collections of the Twelve Cao and the Nine Yin are also quoted in the Yuefu shiji (Guo Maoqian 郭茂

倩, Yuefu shiji 樂府詩集 (Poetry Anthology of the Music Bureau), Shanghai, Shanghai guji chubanshe, 

1998, pp. 633-634).  
44

 古之弦歌，有鼓弦以合歌者，有作歌以配弦者，其歸一揆也〃蓋古人歌則必弦之，弦則必歌

之〃[...]古之所傳十操九引之類，皆出於感憤之志，形之於言，言之不足，故永歌之，永歌之

不足，於是援琷而鼓〃此作歌以配弦也. Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 5.  
45

 凡三百篇，皆可以為琷曲也. Ibidem. 

http://www.chinapage.com/confucius/shujing-e.html
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Contemporary players label as caononga kind of tunes 

without singing, whose complex sounds are considered as enjoyable; 

many of its soft melodies and delicate tunes, though coupled with 

lyrics, in recent times have been vulgarized merely to entertain the 

listeners. 
46

 
 

This statement, despite the meaning it has to understand the author views on 

qin music, can be read as indication that in Song dynasty, the performing techniques 

has remarkably developed reaching a rather high standard as represented by those 

„complex sounds‟. 

The following part on „Different manufacturing‟ (guang zhi) is the shortest of 

all the chapter and the most difficult to explain. The author actually doesn‟t discuss 

any question about the carving and the manufacturing of the qin but introduces briefly 

three different kind of zithers that have to be tuned in different ways and 

manufactured with woods originated from different places, according to the particular 

rite in which they are played. There isn‟t any insightful analysis of the subject matter, 

and it‟s not clear why the author didn‟t include these brief reflections in other more 

appropriate sections like „Drafting the symbology‟ or „Clarifying the dimensions‟. 

We can suppose the author initially would expand his reflections and later changed 

his mind. As a matter of fact, regarding the various kind of woods used for 

manufacturing the qin, Zhu is far more extensive in the subsequent section, while 

dimensions and tunings are discussed in others above. Moreover, it needs to remind 

that from the first edition of the QS (1233) and its earliest version still available 

today
47

 there‟s a gap of nearly five centuries and it‟s not possible to know whether the 

work or at least the sixth chapter has undergone any re-editing or alteration.    

                                                 
46

 今世琴家所謂操弄者，皆無歌辭，而繁聲以為美，其細調瑣曲，雖有辭，多近鄙俚，適足以

助歡欣耳. Ibidem. The expression caonong already appears several centuries earlier in the Former 

Han Annals (Hou Hanshu 後漢書), however Zhu Changwen seems to be the first one to adopt this 

locution in a musical context. Cao and nong identify two different kind of qin tunes mainly 

characterized by their difficulty and lengthy, opposed to the short tunes generally labelled as diao 調, 

yin 引 or yin 吟 (Yi Cunguo 易存國, Zhongguo guqin yishu 中國古琷藝術 (The art of the ancient 

Chinese zither qin), Beijing, Renmin chubanshe, 2003, p. 155). Caonong could possibly derive from 

the older locution caoman 操縵 already mentioned in the Book of Rites (Liji yizhu, op. cit., ch. 18, p. 

617, Xueji 學記). Caoman can be explained as „playing qin silk [strings]’  or „rule over the silk‟. It 

needs to remind that there‟s a tune called Caoman yin 操縵引, one of the easiest ones, often played by 

qin beginners.  
47

 The earliest extant version of the QS is based on the text included in Cao Yin 曹寅 (1658-1712), 

Lianting shi’er zhong 楝亭十二種 (Twelve varieties of the chinaberry pavilion), Yangzhou, 1706, 

reprint: Shanghai, Shanghai gushu liutongchu, 1921.  
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The ninth section of this chapter - „The Utmost Beauty‟ (Jin mei) - is 

generally considered the most important to comprehend Zhu Changwen views on 

music aesthetics. The value of this section stands not in the content itself (since it‟s 

full of quotations from earlier texts, similar to other paragraphs) but in the original 

way the author uses them to explain the so-called “utmost beauty” of the qin. The 

author stars pointing out the four elements that constitute it: „excellent material‟ 

(liang zhi 良質); „refined carving‟ (shan duan 善斷); „wonderful fingers‟ (miao zhi 

妙指); „rectification of the heart‟ (zheng xin 正心). These elements are the foundation 

of qin perfection since: 

“The attainment of the four perfections reveals to the 

world the supremacy of the qin, making possible the 

understanding of the mystery and the contemplation of the Ten 

Thousand Entities, as much as it stimulates the human beings and 

the individuals!” 
48

     
 

 

The excellent materials regarding the manufacturing of the qin is obviously 

the wood and Zhu Changwen overtly quotes the Suqin zhuan 素琷傳 (Records of the 

plain qin) by the Tang dynasty Taoist monk Sima Chengzhen 司马承禎 (655-735):  

 

Fu Xi combined together all the Eight Tones but they didn‟t 

match each other. So he thought about an instrument and created 

different sound pitches. He chopped everywhere large quantity of 

wood and reached his achievement with that of the Chinese parasol 

tree.
49

  
 

The expression „excellent material‟ (liang zhi) is most likely derived from the 

last lines of the famous Qin fu by Ji Kang: “Good instruments and excellent players, 

where are those to be found in the present age?”
50
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 四美旣備，則為天下之善琴，而可以感格幽冥，充被萬物，況於人乎，況於己乎 . Wang 

Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 6 
49

  伏羲以諧八音，皆相假合，思一器而備律呂者，徧斷眾木，得之於梧桐 . Ibidem. Sima 

Chengzhen, styled name Ziwei, was one of the most famous Taoist monk during the Tang dynasty, 

greatly esteemed by the emperor Gaozong and the empress Wu. He was disciple of Pan Shizheng 潘師

正 (585-682) and lived as hermit on the Tiantai mountain (Zhejiang). His biographic account has been 

included by Zhu Changwen in the forth chapter of the QS and it incorporates the whole text of his 

Suqin zhuan. The Chinese parasol (tong) is generally considered the best kind of wood for the qin, 

however there are often used pine (song 松), China fir (shan 杉), poplar (yang 楊), willow (liu 柳), 

catalpa bungei (qiu 楸), tilia (duan 椴), mulberry (sang 桑), cypress (bai 柏). 
50

 良質美手，遇今世兮. Van Gulik R., op. cit, 1941, pp. 120-121. 
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Not only the wood itself but also the place where it grows is of crucial 

importance to give the wood its excellence. That‟s because its qi (vital energy) stands 

“on the supreme heights and in the utmost purity” (至高至清矣)
51

. Then the author 

goes on quoting almost literally Ji Kang‟s Qin fu in order to describe the natural 

environment where is possible to collect the best kind of wood. The Qin fu is also the 

main text of reference to give the explanation of qin „refined carving‟. Zhu Changwen 

probably coined the expression shan duan on the basis of the more „rustic‟ one fen jin 

奮斤 (hew the shape)
52

 found in the Qin fu. In fact, following Ji Kang‟s discourse, he 

mentions the ancient highly skilled carpenters Lu Ban and Chui, and those who are 

considered the most famous during Tang dynasty (Lei family, Zhang Yue, Li Mian), 

together with the names of some of their most valuable instruments. 

 The so-called „wonderful fingers‟ are obviously necessary to conceive the 

sounds of the Ten Thousand Things enfolded in it
53

.  

 

“How could clumsy hands employ what the qin preserves 

within? Those who pluck its strings have to concentrate their gaze, 

sharpen their hearing, with flawless appearance and harmonious 

thoughts, tuning it carefully and setting free its sounds with 

enjoyment, avoiding the release of wicked and odd sounds. They 

spread out from the heart joining the hands, and melting 

inexplicably in words. For this reason, the virtuous man can get not 

only its mere sounds but can also deepen its secrets employing them 

in the government politics and preserving his obedience with his 

achievements”. 
54
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 Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 6. 
52

 Van Gulik R., op. cit., 1941, p. 86. 
53

 Earlier occurrences of the expression miao zhi can be found in the lyrics of Youjianquan 幽涧泉 

(Spring of the secluded gully) credited to the eminent Tang poet Li Bai, and included in the Yuefu shiji 

(Guo Maoqian, op. cit., p. 673). It occurs also in the forth chapter of the Lengyan jing 楞严经 

(Śūraṃgama-sūtra), whose first translation from Sanskrit to Chinese can be dated back to the VII 

century. “[...] For instance though a lute can make sweet melody, it is useless in the absence of skilful 

fingers; it is the same with you and all living beings for although the True Mind of precious Bodhi is 

complete within every man, when I press my finger on it, the Ocean Symbol radiates but as soon as 

your mind moves, all troubles (kleśa) arise” (譬如琷瑟箜篌琵琶。雖有妙音。若無妙指終不能發。

汝與眾生。亦復如是。寶覺真心。各各圓滿。如我按指。海印發光。汝暫舉心。塵勞先起). See 

The Śūraṃgama-sūtra, p. 139, URL: <http://www.buddhanet.net/pdf_file/surangama.pdf> 
54

 非天下之敏手，孰能盡雅琴之所蘊乎？當其援琴而鼓之也，其視也必專，其聽也必切，其容

也必恭，其思也必和，調之不亂，醳之甚愉，不使放聲邪氣，得奸其間．發于心，應于手，而

後可與言妙也。是故君子之於琴也，非徒取其聲音而已。達則于以觀政焉，窮則于以守命焉. 

Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 6. 
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As we can see from the last statement in the quotation, „wonderful fingers‟ has 

not to be considered as synonym of technical virtuosity on the instrument. It‟s of 

course necessary to play without any sloppy fingering but the highest 

accomplishment is related with the main substance of the qin and the inner evolution 

of men.   

This assertion introduces the last step in the accomplishment of qin “utmost 

beauty”, that represents also the highest stage of its excellence: “rectification of the 

heart” (zheng xin). This is a well-known Confucian concept that occurs in several 

texts and explained in The Great Learning (Daxue)
55

 as a fundamental stage of the 

benefits of the virtuous man integrity. The “rectification of the heart” is last but not 

least the most important aspect in the “utmost beauty” of qin music since “wood and 

silk are materials of the highest purity but is the impulse of the ultimate sincerity that 

can be seen in men‟s heart” (夫絲與梧桐皆至清之物也，而可見人心者，至誠之

所動也). Therefore „sincerity‟ (cheng) can find its expression in music because “only 

music cannot be concealed by hypocrisy” (惟樂不可以偽為)
56

.  

The last two sections of the chapter are not as significant as those above. The 

following one is „About the treatises‟ but the author actually never mentions any title 

but just some of the most famous writers/players recorded in the music treatises or in 

the biographical ones of earlier Annals. As Zhu himself states, most of the works 

credited to those writers were already not available during his time, and his list of 

names seems to be intended to have just a (brief) record purpose. 

The last section „Account on the history‟ is very short and seems to be written 

just as conclusion of the whole book. In these last few lines the author emphasizes 

again his total devotion to qin music and shows that, no matter qin was already not as 

popular and as in ancient times, the existence and the perpetuation of its music has 
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 “Things being investigated, knowledge became complete. Their knowledge being complete, their 

thoughts were sincere. Their thoughts being sincere, their hearts were then rectified. Their hearts being 

rectified, their persons were cultivated. Their persons being cultivated, their families were regulated. 

Their families being regulated, their states were rightly governed. Their states being rightly governed, 

the whole kingdom was made tranquil and happy” (物格而後知至，知至而後意誠，意誠而後心

正，心正而後身脩，身脩而後家齊，家齊而後國治，國治而後天下平). Liji yizhu, op. cit., 42/2, p. 

1034 (Daxue). English translation by James Legge, URL: < http://www.sacred-

texts.com/cfu/conf2.htm>.  
56

 This statement quoted by Zhu Changwen (Wang Mengshu, op. cit., ch. 6, p. 6) is found actually in 

Sima Qian‟s Records of the History (Shiji): “Harmony gathers in the Mid while distinction exhibits 

itself outwardly, only music cannot be concealed by hypocrisy” (和順積中而英華發外，唯樂不可以

為偽), Ershiwu shi, op. cit, vol. 1, p. 159, Yueshu di er 樂書第二.   

http://www.sacred-texts.com/cfu/conf2.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/cfu/conf2.htm
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always been an issue of few enthusiastic scholars living apart, careless of mundane 

worries.   

In conclusion what can be said about Zhu Changwen considerations on the 

zither qin? According to his thoughts expressed above, I cannot but emphasize the 

intense Confucian taste of the whole chapter (and actually of the whole text). Besides, 

I would like to add that the possible implicit reference to Shen Gua‟s innovative 

calendar in the first section (that was strongly opposed by the Confucian faction in the 

Court) could be read not as an aspect of heterodoxy in Zhu Changwen ideology but 

just as an element that he could properly use to assert his own theory, a tool providing 

more secure basis to his own assumption. Consequently, the foremost peculiarity of 

his views, can be summarized in the perception of the qin as expression of the 

antiquity: not only his continuous quotations of ancient texts, but especially in his 

point of view on the gradual vulgarization of its music during his times that leaded to 

misinterpretations of the deepest signification of qin music as it has been passed on 

by the oldest tradition. Being expression of antiquity, he is against any use of its 

music for entertaining purposes; on the contrary the author wants to stress that the 

value of qin music stands in its expression of the sincerity of inner feelings and 

therefore its study could be of advantage for the Man himself in order to nurture his 

mind; therefore it can be employed to describe the relation among all the social 

categories too, since its music is expression of an enlighten government and can only 

lead to peace and harmony.  

In addition to this strong ethical meaning, his explanation of qin music seems 

sometimes to reveal some indications of the influence of the ideology of the so-called 

Confucian Revival that will have its biggest wave during the XII century with the 

famous neo-confucian master Zhu Xi 朱熹. I think that these signals can be found 

especially in his quite frequent reference to the vital energy qi (mostly in the former 

sections of the chapter) and in all those correlations among the Five Notes, the Five 

Confucian Virtues,  the Five Phases, the Five Viscera, etc. It‟s well known that one of 

the main tasks of the Confucian scholars during the Song dynasty was the revaluation 

of the Book of Changes (Yijing 易經), followed by a new perception of its content 

and a renewal of the cosmological analysis. The author of the QS was also involved 

in this new wave and it‟s also recorded in the preface by Zhu Zhengda that he wrote 

his own commentary to the Books of Changes (called Yijing Jie 易經解, Explanation 
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of the Book of Changes), together with his own Chorography of the Spring and 

Autumn Annals (Chunqiu Tongzhi 春秋通志) whose main sources, as said above, 

seem have been sometimes used also compiling the QS. Besides the influence of 

Dong Zhongshu‟s theoretical principles explained above, I think can be found other 

points of contact with the philosophy of Zhang Zai 張載 (1020-1078) who lived in 

the same period of Zhu Changwen and wrote a famous commentary to the Book of 

Changes where he gives his interpretation of the Dao according to the vital energy 

(qi). Besides, is possible to find other points of reference in the philosophy of Shao 

Yong 邵雍 (1011-1077) and of his Huangji Jingshi 皇極經世 (General Canon of the 

Supreme Principle) whose perception of the Taiji 太極 (The Supreme Absolute) 

seems has inspired Zhu Changwen‟s views on cosmology.  

The fundamental sources of inspiration for the QS are of course Cai Yong and 

Ji Kang‟s works that the author often mentions extensively throughout the whole text. 

Anyway it‟s necessary to remind some of less famous sources the author knew very 

well and whose influence can be tracked in the sixth chapter; among them Zhao 

Weijian‟s Qinshu (Document on the qin), Sima Chengzhen‟s Suqin zhuan (Records 

of the plain qin), Xue Yijian‟s 薛易簡 (725?-800?) Qinjue 琷訣 (Knacks of the qin), 

Cui Cundu‟s Qinjian (Commentary on the qin)
57

.   

Another factor of interest in the sixth chapter of the QS consists in the way the 

author uses the words sheng 聲 (voice, sound) and yin 音 (sound, tone) within all the 

sections. As already mentioned above explaining the translation of Lun yin 

(Discussing the sound of music), it‟s quite evident Zhu gives to the word Sheng a 

quite broad meaning: it sometimes refers to human voice, to the notes of the 

pentatonic scale and also to the sounds of nature. The word yin, instead, appears in 

few occurrences and, excluding those it refers to the Ba yin 八音 (Eight timbres) and 

Zhi yin 知音 (Music connoisseur), it‟s used with a more generic meaning as music or 

it is related to the notes of the pentatonic or the heptatonic scales too. For the first 

occurrences, the word yin seems to indicate „music‟ in the sense of a structure derived 

by assembling rectified sounds; therefore the single character seems to have included 

in itself the word zheng 正 to whom is generally linked. When the word yin is related 

to the notes of the pentatonic or the heptatonic scales, it has the meaning of the sound 
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 It needs to remind that the cited works by Sima Chengzhen, Xue Yijian and Cui Cundu are all 

included in their biographic accounts in the previous chapter of the QS. 
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of notes already rectified with the lü pitches, representing different sounds considered 

in their contrastive features. When the word sheng refers to the same matter, it seems 

to consider the notes in their physical feature of being sounds of a certain pitch as a 

natural articulation that can be afterwards estimated according to the aesthetic 

significance and value they convey; so it seems to have a broader meaning, a more 

inclusive one, allowing the author to stress that the expression of antiquity is the 

attribute of the sounds (sheng) obtained above all from ancient tunes (because the 

correct use of the pitches is considered not necessary enough to get it) and it must be 

the unique aspiration qin players have to achieve.  
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